The Weakest Link

In The Addams Family, what is the first name of the young daughter who enjoys ballet, raising spiders, and beheading dolls?

In the Bible, what is the alternate name used for the apostle Nathanael?

What Aztec god's name means "feathered serpent"?

What word refers to the fear of blushing?

What is the name for the number 10^(10^100)?

What has been the most popular boys' name every year from 1999 to 2012?

What fifth-largest city in India is the home of the Sardar Patel Stadium?

What brightly colored bird acquires its color from bacteria and carotene in the shrimp that it eats?

What famous pianist was also the second Prime Minister of Poland?

What file format developed by Wavefront Technologies is used for representing 3D models?

What chemical element has atomic number 70 and is one of four elements all named after the same Swedish village?

To what structures do the spindle fibers in cells attach when pulling apart sister chromatids during cell division?
What type of ancient Mesopotamian structure was shaped like a huge step pyramid with a flat top?

What was the original paramilitary wing of the Nazi Party?

In 2008, members of what specific Russian gang were arrested in Spain and Bulgaria?

What NASA internship program founded in 1999 allows interns to research practical applications of NASA Earth observations?

What mathematician developed calculus simultaneously with but independently of Newton?

In what 1980 Olivia Newton-John movie do a Greek muse and a human man fall in love?

What military term refers to an exploratory mission on enemy territory for purposes of gathering information?

What Russian history professor was the author of works such as "Villainage in England: Essays in English Medieval History" (1892)?

What polyhedron has 12 triangular faces and 12 pentagonal faces?

What is the name of the racehorse who was painted with the Union Jack for the London 2012 Olympics?

According to Nietzsche, what super-human race should we aspire to be?

What French functional programming language is designed for proving theorems?

Radically at the time, Nicolaus Copernicus proposed what type of planetary system?